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ABSTRACT
Resilience, in every phase of human life, is an important keyword that the recent pandemic has made us realize. When it comes to the built environment, the role of the HVAC system during a pandemic goes beyond the fundamental principles of thermal comfort, IAQ and energy efficiency. Occupant health becomes paramount and the micro-environmental quality around every individual in a building becomes the single most significant factor. In this context, both “source control” and “exposure control” principles will be discussed. Advanced room air distribution strategies, enabled by the concept of decoupling “ventilation air” from “supply air”, play an important role in the mitigation of the spread of infectious aerosols. This offers an inherently effective engineering control strategy towards protecting occupants from both short- and long-range transmission. Filtration and disinfection are other strategies that would complement ventilation in the overall quest for occupant protection against airborne transmission. The attributes of enhanced ventilation, filtration and disinfection, coupled with energy conservation, could be seen as salient features of resiliency of the building HVAC system. Going beyond a pandemic situation, it is this resiliency and ability of the HVAC system to revert to a normal mode of operation and adapt to a new operational mode as and when the need arises that will determine how buildings can effectively cope with future challenges of the outdoor and indoor environments in ensuring the comfort, health and well-being of occupants in a rapidly and dynamically changing world.